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ABSTRACT: Recent developments in X-ray free-electron lasers have enabled a novel site-
selective probe of coupled nuclear and electronic dynamics in photoexcited molecules, time-
resolved X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (TRXPS). We present results from a joint
experimental and theoretical TRXPS study of the well-characterized ultraviolet photo-
dissociation of CS2, a prototypical system for understanding non-adiabatic dynamics. These
results demonstrate that the sulfur 2p binding energy is sensitive to changes in the nuclear
structure following photoexcitation, which ultimately leads to dissociation into CS and S
photoproducts. We are able to assign the main X-ray spectroscopic features to the CS and S
products via comparison to a first-principles determination of the TRXPS based on ab initio
multiple-spawning simulations. Our results demonstrate the use of TRXPS as a local probe of
complex ultrafast photodissociation dynamics involving multimodal vibrational coupling,
nonradiative transitions between electronic states, and multiple final product channels.

The ultrafast dynamics that occur in electronically excited
states of molecules are often characterized by strong non-

adiabatic coupling between electronic and vibrational degrees of
freedom. Elucidation of such coupling remains an enduring
challenge for experimental techniques. In the constellation of
spectroscopic methods, time-resolved photoelectron spectros-
copy (TRPES) has emerged as a particularly effective approach
for studying ultrafast dynamics in isolated molecules.1−5 The
dependence of the electron binding energies, photoionization
cross sections, and photoelectron angular distributions on the
evolving nuclear-electronic character of a molecular wave packet
permits time-resolved probing of ultrafast non-adiabatic
dynamics with femtosecond ultraviolet (UV) or vacuum
ultraviolet (VUV) pulses.6−13 Furthermore, simulation of
these spectroscopic observables via quantum dynamics
techniques provides the ability to correlate experimental
observables with the underlying electronic and nuclear
dynamics, often leading to highly detailed descriptions of
photochemical processes.14−16

The advent of soft X-ray free-electron lasers (FELs) has
enabled the photoionization of highly localized core−shell
electrons, permitting an atom-specific view of ultrafast electronic
and nuclear dynamics within molecules.17−20 Furthermore,

given the large energy separation between the core ionization
potentials of differing atoms, a novel, multidimensional view of
molecular wave packets emerges from probing these dynamics
from the perspectives of different atoms.21 Here we present the
results of a joint theoretical−experimental proof-of-concept
study of the sensitivity of the time-resolved X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (TRXPS) technique to the complex multichannel
UV photodissociation of carbon disulfide (CS2) probed via
photoionization above the sulfur 2p edge.

Initial TRXPS studies of the atomic site-specific chemical
shifts induced by non-adiabatic and photodissociation dynamics
have shown promising results. The work of Wernet and co-
workers identified distinct photodissociation products of
Fe(CO)5 from shifts in the Fe 3p binding energy.17 Recent
work by Brauße et al. and Allum et al. revealed variation in the
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iodine core level (I 4d) binding energy due to photodissociation
of iodoalkanes.18,19 While the time-resolved photoelectron
spectra in each of these prior experiments demonstrate the
possibility of using core level binding energy shifts to detect
chemical changes, they each suffer from either a lack of time
resolution relative to the dynamics of interest17,19 or a lack of
sensitivity to multiple photoproducts.18 Of particular relevance
to the work presented here is a study by Gühr and co-workers,
who investigated the ultrafast non-adiabatic relaxation of
photoexcited 2-thiouracil by observing excited-state sulfur 2p
chemical shifts.20 Their observations of both coherent charge
migration at the sulfur probe site and ultrafast relaxation back to
the ground state constitute an important step in the use of
TRXPS to track ultrafast dynamics in molecules.

The results reported here comprise a significant extension of
the TRXPS technique to the complex multichannel UV
photochemistry of CS2, a benchmark system for studying
ultrafast photodissociation. Upon photoexcitation at 200 nm,
the optically bright 1Σu

+ state couples strongly to the 1Πg state
(violet and green curves in Figure 1a), mediated by large-
amplitude nuclear motion along the bending and asymmetric
stretch vibrational coordinates. Dissociation is observed to both
singlet S(1D) and triplet S(3P) photoproducts, the latter realized
following intersystem crossing on subpicosecond time
scales.7,10,22,23 This dissociation also produces a CS fragment
with a channel-dependent vibrational distribution.23,24 The
ultrafast excited-state dynamics have been investigated
previously, most notably in a number of valence TRPES
studies,7,9−11,25−27 as well as more recently through coherent
diffractive imaging with ultrafast electrons and X-rays.28,29 The
work presented here extends both the prior time-resolved CS2
studies and the TRXPS studies of other molecules by
demonstrating the sensitivity of inner-shell spectral observables
to the complex multidimensional vibration and photodissocia-
tion of CS2.

In Figure 1a, we depict the ultrafast dynamics on the excited-
state potential energy curves, as well as the photoionization
probe process. Gas-phase CS2 was photoexcited with a
femtosecond 201.5 nm pump pulse. The subsequent dynamics
were probed via photoionization above the S 2p edge (2p3/2 at
169.98 eV and 2p1/2 at 171.17 eV30) using 181.5 eV soft X-ray
pulses at the free-electron laser in Hamburg (FLASH).31

Photoelectrons and ion fragments were detected in a double-
sided velocity map imaging (VMI) instrument.32 In the work
presented here, we focus on the energy-resolved TRXPS signals

extracted from the photoelectron images as a function of the
pump−probe delay. The ion data will be presented in a separate
manuscript.33 A more detailed account of the experimental
apparatus and the data processing steps is given in Methods and
the Supporting Information.

To interpret the experimental TRXPS in terms of the
underlying non-adiabatic dynamics, we employ an ab initio
multiple-spawning (AIMS) description of the dynamics within
the singlet manifold of electronic states in conjunction with
high-level quantum chemical computations of the core
ionization cross sections.34 The time-resolved AIMS simulations
include only the singlet manifold of states and thus will not
describe the intersystem crossing process or the triplet
dissociation channel. The core ionization cross sections of the
products of triplet sulfur dissociation, including both triplet
atomic sulfur and the vibrationally excited CS fragment, are still
computed for the purposes of the spectral assignment. Details of
the AIMS simulations and computation of associated spectral
observables are described in Methods, with further details in the
Supporting Information. The experimental and simulated
TRXPS signals are directly compared to assign features of the
experimental TRXPS spectrum. These combined experimental
and theoretical results demonstrate the general utility of TRXPS
as a probe of complex photochemical dynamics.

Experimental TRXPS spectra of CS2 integrated over two delay
ranges within which the UV radiation precedes the X-ray (and
vice versa) are shown in Figure 1b. To improve the spectral
resolution of the experiment, we remove blurring due to FEL
spectral jitter. This is accomplished by sorting FEL shots on the
basis of their mean photon energy, computing the photoelectron
spectrum for each mean photon energy bin, and then shifting
and summing the individual spectra appropriately. Spectral
correlation techniques such as spectral domain ghost imag-
ing35,36 could have provided improved spectral resolution, but
we found our statistics insufficient for a full time-resolved
treatment with these techniques. Full details of the data
collection and analysis, including spectra both with and without
this shifting procedure, are shown in the Supporting
Information. The primary photoelectron signal from FEL-
ionized ground-state CS2 is located around 11.5 eV (∼170 eV
binding energy). Comparison between the pre-time-zero
spectrum (red line, “τ < −0.25 ps”) and the late-time spectrum
(black line, “2 ps < τ < 5 ps”) shows significant changes in the
region between 5 and 13 eV, consistent with a depletion of the
signal from ground-state CS2 and enhancements due to the

Figure 1. (a) Cartoon of the relevant potential energy surfaces of CS2. The UV photoexcitation (purple arrow), time evolution of the molecular system,
and X-ray photoionization (green arrow) processes are shown alongside cartoons of the approximate CS2 geometry and charge state at each step. (b)
Measured CS2 photoelectron kinetic energy spectrum for pre-time zero (“τ < −0.25 ps”, red) and late time (“2 ps < τ < 5 ps”, black). The peak at 2.23
eV is due to two-photon ionization of ground-state CS2 by the UV pump alone. The inset shows an illustrative photoelectron VMI detector image that
is subsequently Abel-inverted to obtain the spectra in the figure.
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emergence of photoproducts having higher binding energies.
The relatively narrow peak centered at 2.23 eV arises from two-
photon ionization of ground-state CS2 by the UV pump pulse.

The experimental TRXPS spectrum, plotted as a difference
signal following subtraction of the pre-time-zero spectrum, is
shown in Figure 2a as a function of both photoelectron kinetic

energy (eKE) and pump−probe delay. The data show the
depletion of the ground-state CS2 S 2p ionization signal at 11.5
eV and a range of enhancements between 5 and 10 eV
photoelectron energies. The pre-time-zero and late-time spectra
are shown for reference on the right in red and black,
respectively. To aid in the assignment of these spectral features,
we compare them to a simulated TRXPS extracted from AIMS
simulations of photoexcited CS2. The simulated TRXPS
difference signal is shown in Figure 2b. The AIMS simulations
were terminated after ∼1 ps, because the preponderance of the
CS2 population had dissociated by this time. Highlighted in
Figure 2b are three spectral regions of interest: (i) an immediate
broad depletion superimposed with a brief transient enhance-

ment at a photoelectron energy of 11.5 eV, (ii) a broad spectrum
of enhancements between 6 and 10 eV that evolves in the first
several hundred femtoseconds (see also Figure 2c), and (iii)
long-lived enhancements at 6.5 and 8.5 eV. Using the computed
static spectra in Figure 3 as a guide, we assign the broad

depletion at 11.5 eV to the prompt bleaching of the ground-state
CS2 signal, while the narrow enhancement originates from the
initially populated 1Σu

+ state in the Franck−Condon region. The
Franck−Condon region excited-state signal decays rapidly due
to its large-amplitude, coupled stretch−bend dynamics, which
induce a large range of chemical shifts down to a photoelectron
energy of 6 eV. The large-amplitude bend is associated with a
non-adiabatic mixing of Σu

+ with Πg electronic character, due to
the pseudo-Renner−Teller effect.25 Dissociation to atomic
sulfur occurs throughout this period, generating asymptotic
photoelectron signals from S(1D) and the CS fragment between
5 and 10 eV with long time delays.

The agreement between the simulated and experimental time-
resolved spectra is encouraging. Both are broadly characterized
by a depletion in the ground-state CS2 signal and two distinct
regions of signal enhancement at a higher binding energy (lower
eKE). The primary discrepancy between the simulated and
experimental TRXPS is that of the time scale. Figure 2c
compares experimental and theoretical signals as a function of
pump−probe delay gated over several distinct regions of

Figure 2. (a) Experimental TRXPS difference signal as a function of
pump−probe delay τ and electron kinetic energy (eKE). Pre-time-zero
(red, “τ < −0.25 ps”) and late-time (black, “2 ps < τ < 5 ps”) spectra are
shown beside the time-resolved difference signal. (b) Simulated TRXPS
difference signal calculated using an ensemble of singlet AIMS
trajectories. Three regions of interest (i−iii) described in the text are
indicated. (c) Energy-integrated time-dependent intensities of the
TRXPS data (dots with error bars) and theory (dashed colored lines),
signal fits (solid colored lines), and the components of the signal fits
(gray dashed lines). The instrument response function (IRF), excited-
state, and photoproduct time constant parameter fits are indicated
alongside each curve. The energy integration bounds are indicated with
translucent colored dashed lines in panels a and b.

Figure 3. (a) Comparison of experimental and calculated photo-
electron difference spectra in two pump−probe delay ranges. Solid lines
with shaded error bars show experimental data, while the dashed black
lines are obtained from integrating the simulated TRXPS over the same
temporal region. The locations of individual calculated fragment
spectra are indicated above. (b) Calculated XPS spectra of the CS2
ground (X̃) and excited (1Σu

+) states at the Franck−Condon geometry
and of the CS and S fragments, scaled by the ionization cross section.
“CS(Req)” is computed in the 1Σg

+ ground state at the equilibrium bond
geometry with an RCS of 1.54 Å. “CS(1.85 Å)” is computed with an
elongated bond length (RCS) of 1.85 Å. The colored vertical dashed
lines indicate the corresponding energy integration regions employed in
Figure 2. The small features around 7−8 eV in the ground- and excited-
state CS2 spectra are the shakeup peaks that leave the molecule in a
valence excited state following core ionization.
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photoelectron kinetic energy, indicated with the colored dashed
lines in panels a and b of Figure 2. The energy-integrated
calculated AIMS signals (colored dashed lines in Figure 2c)
show rapid enhancements between 6 and 10 eV within the first
few hundred femtoseconds before achieving a steady-state signal
due to the generation of atomic sulfur and CS photoproducts.
While the simulated TRXPS is essential for assigning spectral
features to particular atomic and molecular species, the absence
of a triplet dissociation channel in the simulated results will
result in a different temporal evolution between the measured
and calculated spectra. In addition to lacking an ionization signal
corresponding to the 3P atomic S product, and assuming that the
dissociation is relatively prompt following intersystem crossing,
the simulation will exhibit (i) a slower increase in CS product
formation and (ii) a longer CS2 lifetime.

The measured TRXPS, on the contrary, exhibits much slower
dynamics than the simulation across all eKE regions, as one can
observe in a comparison of the solid and dashed colored traces in
Figure 2c. The origin of this discrepancy in time scales is
attributed to differences in the preparation of the initial state in
the experiment versus the simulation. The excitation pulse is
implicitly assumed to be a delta function (i.e., vertical
excitation), where the sampled points (taken from a distribution
corresponding to the ground vibrational state) are filtered such
that the electronic excitation energy falls within the bandwidth
of the pump pulse. The resulting vibrational distribution on the

1Σu
+ state in the simulation will be significantly broader than that

prepared by the experimental pump pulse, with the latter
preparing a specific pair of vibronic states. Figure S1 shows
extensive displacements along the asymmetric stretch coor-
dinate, in particular in the initial sampled points. Previous time-
resolved studies have established a significant variation in the
excited-state lifetime depending on the particular vibrational
state that is accessed by the pump process.22,27,37 In short, the
initial conditions for the simulation are more extended in phase
space in the excited-state manifold, leading to more prompt
dissociation of a significant component of the wave packet.

To ascribe physical meaning to the observed delay-dependent
spectral features, we turn to ab initio simulations of the
photoelectron spectra of the possible photofragments. Figure
3a shows the time-integrated, energy-resolved TRXPS differ-
ence signals in various pump−probe delay ranges with features
assigned to particular photofragments. Figure 3b shows the
fragment spectra computed with a restricted active space
configuration interaction (RASCI) method that includes their
relative cross sections. The mid-eKE region bounded by the red
dashed lines is associated primarily with the stretched diatomic
CS fragment, distributed broadly between the equilibrium
length and out to a bond length (RCS) of ∼1.85 Å. The stretched
CS spectral contributions observed in the data are consistent
with the outer turning points of a broad distribution of
vibrational states between v = 0 and v = 9.38 This is in keeping
with the CS fragment vibrational distribution produced by a
mixture of singlet and triplet dissociation channels, as measured
in previous nanosecond photofragment imaging studies.23,24

The mid-eKE region also contains contributions from both
singlet and triplet atomic sulfur, albeit with smaller ionization
cross sections relative to those of the CS photoproduct. The low-
eKE region bound by the green dashed lines contains
contributions from CS fragments close to their equilibrium
bond length. The experimental data in the low-eKE region
contain a correspondingly weaker product signal at long time

delays than in the mid-eKE region, as one can see from the red
curve in Figure 3a.

We performed time-resolved fits to more quantitatively
explore the delay dependence of the experimental TRXPS
spectral regions assigned to these photoproducts. The fits for the
two regions of enhancement (red and green curves in Figure 2c)
consisted of an initially populated excited-state contribution that
undergoes exponential decay and an exponential rise of signal
due to reaction products, as described in eq 1.

I A A( ) exp( / ) 1 exp( / )exc exc prod prod= + [ ]
(1)

The region of depletion (blue curve in Figure 2c) was treated in
a similar fashion, with a fit consisting of a decaying excited-state
signal on top of a negative error function to capture the
depletion of the ground-state CS2 signal blurred by the temporal
IRF, as described in eq 2.

I A A( ) exp( / ) erf( / )exc exc dep IRF= (2)

The choice to include the excited-state component of the
depletion fit was based on both the expectation to observe that
signal in the same spectral region as the depletion and a
comparison of the reduced χ2 goodness-of-fit metric χν

2 for fits
with and without the excited-state signal. Including the excited
state in the fit produced a χν

2 of 1.79, while omitting it produced
a χν

2 of 2.76, with values closer to 1 indicating a higher-quality fit.
Additional details of the fitting functions and goodness of fit are
given in section S6 of the Supporting Information.

The excited-state lifetimes and product rise times in the fits
present a complex picture of this reaction in the context of prior
measurements. In each case, the least-squares best fit parameter
is quoted along with its 1σ uncertainty. The IRF was determined
from the fit of the depletion region (blue fit in Figure 2c) to be
τIRF = 120 ± 50 fs full width at half-maximum (FWHM), in good
agreement with the UV pump pulse duration measured during
the experiment. The Franck−Condon excited-state 1Σu

+ lifetime
(τexc) of 830 ± 200 fs measured here is in good agreement with
the results of Bisgaard et al., who reported an excited-state decay
time of 830 fs using time-resolved molecular frame photo-
electron angular distributions.25 Our reported lifetime is also
consistent with the lower bounds on the lifetime reported by
Townsend et al. (510 ± 30 fs using time-resolved valence
photoelectron spectroscopy)27 and earlier work by Mank and
Hepburn (500 ± 100 fs based on the high-resolution S action
spectrum line shape).22 Our measured lifetime is longer but
consistent within a 1σ uncertainty to the 630 fs 1Σu

+ lifetime
reported by Suzuki and co-workers using time-resolved valence
photoelectron spectroscopy.10 It is important to note that their
experiment used a UV pump with a much broader bandwidth
that spanned at least four absorption peaks in the CS2 vibrational
progression. It is known that the dissociation lifetime for each of
these peaks varies strongly with wavelength,22 so the time scales
measured in these studies cannot be compared directly to those
reported here.

The low- and mid-eKE signals in Figure 2c exhibit two distinct
photoproduct rise times. The low-eKE region (green curve in
Figure 2c), attributed mostly to equilibrium CS, exhibits a rise
time (τprod) of 490 ± 280 fs, consistent with previously quoted
excited-state lifetime measurements. This is also roughly
consistent with those of Suzuki and co-workers, who reported
indistinguishable singlet and triplet sulfur rise times of ∼350 fs.10

Again, the differences in the pump spectrum between that
experiment and ours may account for the minor discrepancies in
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the time scale. The mid-eKE region (red curve in Figure 2c),
attributed at long pump−probe delays to vibrationally hot CS
fragments (see Figure 3b) and to atomic sulfur, notably exhibits
a much longer photoproduct rise time (τprod) of 1220 ± 240 fs.

A comparison of the measured time scales of the excited-state
decay and rise of photoproducts reveals the inadequacies of a
simple kinetic model of this reaction. As the products must
proceed in some fashion from the 1Σu

+ state, it is reasonable to
expect the rate of excited-state depletion to be equivalent to the
effective rate of product formation.

1 1

i
i

exc prod
( )

=
(3)

This is not the case for our measured time constants, as 830−1

fs−1 ≠ (490−1 + 1220−1) fs−1. The discrepancy suggests that the
simplistic kinetic model of the decaying excited-state signal and
growth of photoproduct signal used here is insufficient to
describe the data accurately. Improved models could incorpo-
rate time-dependent coupling rates from the excited state into
the various photoproduct channels, such as the one suggested
for this reaction by Minns and co-workers that included a
suppression of the singlet dissociation channel after a few
hundred femtoseconds.7 We furthermore note that the use of a
kinetic model fails to fully capture the underlying quantum
dynamics in prior work as well (such as the revival of the initial
coherence at an ∼1 ps time delay observed by Suzuki and co-
workers10). We believe that, ultimately, these types of ultrafast
photodissociation problems can be better understood in terms
of a coherent superposition of compound scattering resonances
that interfere as they decay, as was previously described in the
non-adiabatic photodissociation of IBr.39 Nevertheless, kinetic
models are still useful as a means of intuitively quantifying time-
dependent results as opposed to a faithful model of the process.

In conclusion, we have presented a combined experimental
and theoretical TRXPS study of the UV-induced multichannel
photodissociation of CS2. We find that both the photoexcitation
and the subsequent large-amplitude motion produce rapid S 2p
spectral shifts. Comparison of experimental data with state-of-
the-art ab initio simulations shows that the S 2p spectrum
depends strongly on whether the probed sulfur atom is a bare
atom or a member of a CS fragment or CS2 molecule as well as
whether the diatomic fragment is in its vibrational ground or
excited states. Quantification of reaction time scales using
TRXPS and comparison to prior valence studies reveal the
complex nature of this reaction and the inadequacies of some
kinetic models commonly employed to describe it. These results
demonstrate the sensitivity of the TRXPS technique to
multimodal molecular motion in the gas phase more generally,
crucially including both signatures of the transient bound
excited state and the vibrational states of the photoproducts in
addition to providing a multifaceted picture of the reaction
kinetics. In the case of CS2, the spectral overlap and varying
ionization cross sections of different fragments present some
challenges for TRXPS in separating their individual contribu-
tions. This motivates the use of channel-resolved analysis
techniques such as electron−ion covariance to correlate weaker
photoelectron spectral signatures to particular ionic fragments in
a background-free manner.12,19,40 TRXPS will also benefit
greatly from the ongoing developments in seeded and high-
repetition rate FELs,41 allowing large volumes of data to be
recorded at high energy resolution in a short acquisition period.
This will further increase the applicability of TRXPS, for

instance, by enabling one to scan the probe photon energy and
thus probe various core sites within a molecule during a single
experiment.

■ METHODS
Experiments were performed at the FLASH free-electron laser31

at beamline BL1 at the CAMP instrument using an experimental
setup broadly similar to one outlined previously.32,42 CS2 was
introduced into the spectrometer as a skimmed supersonic
molecular beam. An ultraviolet femtosecond pump pulse (λ =
201.5 nm, 200 nJ, 120 fs FWHM, 10 Hz repetition rate) was
used to photoexcite the sample, and the ensuing dynamics were
probed by using photoionization at the S 2p edge using a soft X-
ray FEL pulse (ℏω = 181.5 eV, 50 μJ, 90 fs FWHM).
Photoelectrons and photoions (not shown) produced from
inner-shell ionization were detected as a function of pump−
probe delay and kinetic energy using the double-sided VMI
spectrometer. Temporal overlap (“time zero”) was determined
through prompt enhancements in the ion momentum
distributions for various fragments, and corrections to the jitter
of the X-ray and laser arrival time were performed using a
procedure outlined in prior work.43,44 The presented photo-
electron spectrum was constructed via Abel-inverting the
summed electron VMI image at each pump−probe delay, and
the difference signal was calculated by subtracting the average
negative delay photoelectron spectrum from the time-resolved
signal. Further details of the experimental apparatus are
provided in the Supporting Information.

The dynamics simulations were performed using the AIMS
method34 in which the coupled potential energy surfaces and
non-adiabatic couplings were determined on the fly at the
ANO(4s3p2d/3s2p1d)/MR-CIS(10,8) level of theory. The X-
ray photoelectron spectra were determined by employing spin−
orbit RASCI computations for both the valence excited and
core-ionized states. The ionization cross sections were
approximated using the corresponding Dyson orbital norms
between the neutral and cationic states. Further details for
technical elements of the simulations are provided in the
Supporting Information.
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The Supporting Information is available free of charge at
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AIMS trajectory details (section S1), simulation of
fragment spectra (section S2), simulation of time-
resolved spectra (section S3), experimental details
(section S4), data processing (section S5), fitting analysis
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contributions (section S7) (PDF)
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